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Abstract 
 
The network of enterprises in various forms existed before the advent of computing, and consisted of a business. Network 
businesses are based on the idea of sharing and trust, they are valid attributes for internal computer networks and network of 
partners. The main problem is the management of enterprise networks and interdependence between the formulation of 
management strategies, skills development, technology development and human resource management systems.  
Keywords: network, group of companies, federal, strategic cooperation, decision centers; 
1. Introduction 
The concept of enterprise network management guidance reflects a grouping of businesses from one or 
more areas of activity according to certain criteria. In a field of activity or even a group of different fields there will 
be partner business networks working together. 
 
2. Body 
Network companies existed in various forms before computers such as: banking network, distribution network, rail 
network, travel agencies network etc.  
Business networks are known for a long time and can be organized in several forms, as follows: 
 Network as a set of integrated business units that are dispersed in terms of financial or legal power to a 
central body originating institution, such as banking networks, store large distributors, etc. Post network.  
 Federated enterprise network is a grouping of natural or legal people who have similar needs, common 
means to create and operate under a code of ethics marked by seeking a total solidarity based on mutual 
trust, for example: networks of small and medium enterprises (SMEs). 
 Contractual business network is a grouping of units based on the concession contract familiar with a certain 
reciprocity between partners with independent status. Networks of dealers are in hotels, restaurants, in the 
manufacture of consumer products, etc. The characteristics of these networks are risk-sharing and 
aggregation of professional skills, and are connected through a strategy of implantation.  
 Network penetration occurs in many areas of human society (social, political, religious, etc.) aimed at 
organizing such a penetration strategy. In the electronics sector have created networks of sales at home. 
The purpose of this paper is the network of federal undertakings, and the motivation to create such business 
networks as based primarily on the following considerations: 
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project,  
 
 
 
er access to critical business information and to consult other 
 
 
f value string;  
 
These business networks are organized in time conversion of declining sectors, diversification of production, 
innovation, helping new enterprises and make a great ambition for the future, namely conquering the world. The 
principle that animates these network points the competition organized judgments negotiated in the industrial, 
financial or political ties, rather than compete, and exclude. Within the new harmonious architecture, global network 
stimulation is desired. The enterprise networks compose and recompose borders between businesses even more than 
common equity holdings. The same company may be engaged in more cooperative relationships and strategic 
alliances with partners from different networks. Strategic cooperation on the go will create such groups and will be 
difficult to determine where a particular company begins where another ends, all tending to the future business 
model. For several years inter-enterprise groups as networks grow strongly in Europe1. The trend reflects a clear 
need imposed by the European construction, which is a new organization of markets open to competition conducted 
at Community level, and increased competition between the U.S., Japan, Europe and industrialized countries.  
So, it is needed to get involved in all levels of competitiveness of European companies so that they lead to: 
- Cost reduction  
- innovation and creativity, quality 
- flexibility  
- Allowance of an effective organizational risk sharing, reduction of uncertainty and time limit.  
Network business associate different manufacturers, producers and suppliers, manufacturers and distributors or 
manufacturers and users, boosting the demand for generating capacity close links between all those involved in the 
action to create social wealth. In other words, modern management methods, exploiting the facilities of 
communication and establishing agreements allow to realize, more and more better and not by themselves.  
Federico Butera offers few legal alternatives for the formation of business networks, as follows: 
 
  
-generating services 
(consortium), the network resulting from the fragmentation of large business enterprises in several small items, 
-  
 In each case, the internal organization of the company is restored to larger whole economic and social 
relations and assists to "pull down the castle walls" for organizational networks that revolve around one or more 
centers. Enterprise network components are: 
;  
the practices or activities);  
 
, codes, values, systems planning or incitement).  
Network of business would be, conceptually and by nature to function as a dynamic organization capable of 
interaction, adapted to complex structures. Networks of enterprises are not, necessarily, integrated by legal-
administrative borders than those of similar businesses, but can take a variety of forms, more or less secret, or, 
conversely, formalized and hence known to third parties. Enterprise network entails the idea of sharing and trust. 
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For it to work properly it requires certain confidence to share all information, even sensitive one. It should, 
therefore, avoid destructive competition between the existences of business network members so that network 
entities are openly competing for the same markets or for the same customers. Attributes are valid business network 
and internal computer networks and network of partners. Network layout should promote and contribute to the 
empowerment transversally with the synergy of people and businesses, thereby creating more value than the sum of 
isolated actors. In this respect, it provides enough connections to have development and evolution, not forced, 
thereby avoiding anarchic functioning. The main problem is the management of enterprise networks of 
interdependence between the formulation of management strategies, skills development, technology development 
and human resource management systems. We find that a network management business has many similarities to 
that of the enterprise network-type structure. We can consider that the network is the result of the development 
organization of business enterprises that have gone through the following ways:  
 
 
tion, which led to matrix structures;  
companies to appear;  
-supplier partnerships and alliances that constitute the network companies;  
 Coo petition type alliances and co-evolution, which create prerequisites for the federalization of business.  
Companies that are in a hybrid form between two models or those that primarily manage projects and must 
continually innovate now adopt specific structures called adhocratic structures. Whether the enterprise network is of 
horizontal structure or the adhocratic structure, these new forms of organizations are marked by two characteristics, 
namely the autonomy and cooperation. As Coulorr Annick Renaud2 
enterprise network structure allows the company to de-multiply capabilities in a variety of smaller entities with a 
large-scale flexibility and greater potential for innovation. Contrary to decentralization, which has no possibility to 
create a bridge between the entities, the network aims to introduce the contrary "to federal, facilitate and harmonize 
the various centers of entrepreneurial initiative, to complete a simple and effective integration. A remarkable 
network of small and medium enterprises in northern Italy is a good example of federalism developed businesses 
that have established successful sustainable customer relations.  Florence Vidal3 writes that "the Italian districts, 
examples par excellence of reticulation systems, are territorial organization composed of constellations of small, 
family businesses, etc. operating under the rules of solidarity / competition and can thus produce competitive 
advantages comparable to those of large enterprises. In the district of Cadore, where there are eight communes allied 
in the optical industry, Luxottica businesses arose, later designated multinational (2.5 billion francs); Montebello 
specializes in producing footwear, apparel and Trevi Verona, specializing in agric-food industry. 
 
Conclusion 
 In a small space such as an open network, industrial secrets do not last long, thus ensuring rapid diffusion of 
innovations. Secrets of success of the enterprise network are: ultra-specialization, relations of trust with partners, the 
cult of labor, a very severe cost management, care quality and effectiveness of speed, intensity changes in the 
network, export consortia, local competition as important dynamic element to prevent self complacency. Businesses 
in Northern Italy invented the concept of time which then became popular in the U.S.: cooperation, i.e. cooperation 
between competitors.  
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